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ABSTRACT 

 
With the rapid development of deepfake technology, the capabilities of generating synthetic visual and audio content that is highly realistic 

have significantly improved. However, its increasing capacity raises significant ethical concerns, particularly regarding its potential use in user 

interfaces or UIs. In this regard, this article aims to delve into the key ethical issues surrounding deepfakes in UIs. One of the primary issues is 

the amplified risks of deception. With deepfakes, creating a video or audio recording of someone saying or doing something that never 

happened is relatively easy. This possibility raises significant concerns over the trustworthiness of the information we receive through UIs and 

the potential harm it can cause individuals or society. Another important issue is the need for more user agency and autonomy. With 

deepfakes, users can be manipulated by making them think that they are interacting with a natural person when, in fact, they are not. This 

manipulation can result in users losing control over their decisions, leading to ethical concerns about autonomy. Moreover, deepfakes also 

raise concerns about violations of consent and privacy. For instance, deepfakes can be created without the permission of individuals, and their 

images or voices can be used for malicious purposes. This possibility raises significant ethical concerns regarding privacy and consent. The 

article overviews deepfake technology, its current capabilities, and public attitudes towards it. It also discusses the fundamental principles of 

ethics and UI/UX design about deepfakes, including transparency, informed consent, and respect for user dignity. The article argues that the 

responsible development and deployment of deepfake technology in UIs requires proactive ethical foresight to mitigate risks and prevent 

harm. The article emphasizes that ongoing research and self-regulation within the industry are critical to establishing ethical norms and best 

practices for deepfakes in UIs. Establishing guidelines and policies that ensure the ethical development and use of deepfakes in UIs while 

safeguarding user rights is essential. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 

The emergence of deepfake technology, which uses artificial 

intelligence (AI) techniques to generate highly realistic synthetic 

visual and audio content, has raised pressing ethical concerns across 

many spheres of society [1]. In particular, the potential integration of 

deepfakes into user interfaces (UIs) and experiences presents unique 

risks and challenges that warrant careful ethical analysis [2]. A 

nascent but growing body of literature has begun examining 

deepfakes’ implications for human-computer interaction and UX 

design [3]-[5]. However, additional interdisciplinary research is 

needed to elucidate the key ethical considerations surrounding 

deepfakes in UIs and to develop responsible strategies for mitigating 

risks while promoting positive applications. This article 

systematically examines the core ethical issues about deepfakes in 

UIs. First, technical background on deepfakes and their capabilities is 

furnished, alongside public opinion research on attitudes towards this 

emerging technology. Core ethical principles from philosophy and 

UI/UX design are then elucidated, including transparency, informed 

consent, privacy, autonomy, beneficence, and non-maleficence 

[6],[7]. With this conceptual grounding established, the article delves 

into an applied ethical analysis of critical areas of concern with 

deepfakes in UIs. These include risks of increased deception, loss of 

user agency and autonomy, violations of privacy and consent, and 

harm to human dignity. Potential strategies for ethically addressing 

deepfakes in UIs are proposed, grounded in technical interventions, 

industry self-regulation, and policy measures. The article argues that 

continued research and proactive collaboration between ethics, 

design, and technology are imperative to promote ethically aligned 

integration of deepfakes into UI experiences. 

 

Table 1. Summary of core ethical principles relevant to deepfakes in UIs 

 

Principle Description 

Transparency 

The degree to which a system's capabilities, 

limitations, and decision-making processes are 

readily accessible and understandable to users 

Autonomy 

The capacity of users to make free and informed 

decisions about their own activities and 

experiences while using a technology 

Informed 

consent 

Users must authorize a technology's use through 

clear disclosure of its implications 

Beneficence 
Technologies should provide benefit to users 

and society 

Non-

maleficence 
Avoid inflicting harm through a technology 

Privacy 

The right of users to control access to their 

personal data and preserve selected 

confidentiality 



Principle Description 

Justice 
The obligation to ensure the benefits and risks 

of a technology are equitably distributed 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 

In this article, we will be discussing ethical analysis using both 

conceptual and practical approaches. We will explore the literature 

surrounding ethics, human-computer interaction, and UX design, 

which are relevant to emerging technologies, to identify the key 

ethical issues arising from using deepfakes. By analyzing potential 

use cases of deepfakes in user interfaces and experiences, we aim to 

shed light on the ethical considerations involved. Additionally, the 

article will provide technical information about deepfake methods, 

including their capabilities and limitations. We will also consider the 

results of recent public attitude surveys regarding views on deepfakes 

and their regulation. Finally, we will consider relevant technology 

ethics codes and guidelines to contextualize core principles and 

norms applicable to deepfakes. The resulting synthesis aims to 

provide a comprehensive ethical analysis to guide responsible 

practices using deepfakes in UIs. 

 

III. DEEPFAKE TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 
 

The term "deepfakes" refers to synthetic media created by deep 

learning algorithms, specifically convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs) [8]. Earlier techniques like Photoshop allowed for the 

manipulation of existing images and videos. Still, deep learning has 

enabled the creation of highly realistic synthetic visual and audio 

content depicting events or speech that never happened [9]. 

Techniques such as facial reenactment, where one person's face is 

swapped onto another's body, and speech synthesis that mimics a 

person's voice are commonly used [10]. Initially, deepfakes gained 

popularity in 2017-2018 through non-consensual pornography, but 

their creators have expanded their use to include parody videos and 

manipulation of film and TV content [11]. Online communities like 

Reddit have become platforms for the sharing of deepfake creations. 

Although deepfakes are often viewed as being narrowly applied to 

pornography and disinformation, researchers point out their broader 

potential across many spheres of human-computer interaction [12]. 

As AI techniques continue to advance, ethical analysis is becoming 

increasingly imperative. 

 

IV. PUBLIC ATTITUDES ON DEEPFAKES 
 

Surveys consistently show deep public wariness towards deepfake 

technology and its implications [13],[14]. In an international study by 

Hao (2020), over 68% of respondents viewed deepfakes as a 

significant threat to society, while 63% supported complete bans 

[15]. Concerns centered on risks of disinformation and privacy 

violations. However, the autonomous generation of benign 

entertainment content was viewed more favorably. Key factors 

identified in the perceived acceptability of deepfakes include 

consent, transparency, potential for harm, and usage context [16]. 

Applications for education, historical recreations, and consenting 

creative works tended to elicit less concern. However, respondents 

emphasized the necessity of watermarking deepfakes and disclosing 

their synthetic origins. Ongoing engagement with public attitudes can 

help inform ethical approaches to governance [17]. 

 

V. CORE ETHICAL PRINCIPLES  

 

Ethical analysis of emerging technologies draws on key principles 

established in moral philosophy and design theory [18]. Fundamental 

concepts relevant to deep fakes in UIs include: 

 

- Transparency - the degree to which a system’s capabilities, 

limitations, and decision-making processes are readily accessible and 

understandable to users [19]. Lack of transparency around deepfakes 

can enable deception. 

 

- Autonomy - the capacity of users to make free and informed 

decisions about their activities and experiences while using a 

technology [20]. Deepfakes could infringe on user autonomy through 

manipulation or coerced uses. 

 

- Informed consent - closely related to autonomy; implies users must 

authorize a technology’s use through clear disclosure of its 

implications [21]. Obtaining meaningful consent for deepfakes poses 

challenges.  

 

- Beneficence - the principle that technologies should provide 

benefits to users and society [22]. Deepfakes offer potential benefits 

across design, entertainment, and culture. 

 

- Non-maleficence - the mandate to avoid inflicting harm through 

technology [23]. Deepfakes pose varied risks of physical, 

psychological, dignity, and societal harm. 

 

- Privacy - the right of users to control access to their data and 

preserve selected confidentiality [24]. Deepfakes necessitate 

extensive personal data collection. 

 

- Justice - the obligation to ensure the benefits and risks of 

technology are equitably distributed [25]. Deepfakes could 

disproportionately harm vulnerable groups. 

 

These core principles deeply inform ethical assessments of human-

computer interaction [7]. However, novel technologies like deepfakes 

complicate their application and introduce new tensions requiring 

context-specific analysis. 

 
Table 2. Overview of key ethical risks of deepfakes in UIs 

 

Risk Description 

Deception 
Highly realistic deepfakes could manipulate users 

without transparency or consent 

Loss of 

agency 

Integrating deepfakes without opt-out capabilities 

undermines user autonomy 

Privacy 

violations 

Deepfakes necessitate extensive personal data 

collection which could be abused 

Dignity harms 
Manipulating identities without consent could 

infringe on human dignity 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 



This section applies key ethical principles to examine pressing issues 

and potential harms of deepfake integration into UIs and user 

experiences. It synthesizes these analyses into concrete 

recommendations for ethically responsible practices. 

 

VII. RISKS OF DECEPTION 
 

A salient concern is the capacity for highly realistic deepfakes to 

deceive and manipulate users [26]. Without proper safeguards and 

disclosures, UIs could employ deepfakes in ways that infringe on 

transparency and user autonomy [3]. Consider personalized 

marketing that substitutes celebrities or influencers into ads via 

deepfakes, interacting with a user by name and promoting products 

without their awareness or consent. Such individually targeted 

content could elicit stronger emotional responses and perceived 

endorsements while obscuring the commercial persuasion attempt 

[27]. More immersively, augmented or virtual reality (AR/VR) 

experiences might utilize deepfakes to create interactive guides or 

companions that are presented as real people without indicating their 

synthetic origins. Prior surveys indicate such deception around 

digital entities acting as real humans would be met with wariness and 

distrust from the public [28]. Therefore, responsible integration of 

deepfakes into UIs necessitates adherence to principles of 

transparency and obtaining informed user consent. Any use of 

deepfake avatars, virtual representatives, or synthesized product 

endorsements should be clearly disclosed, like existing practices 

around disclosing paid sponsorships on social media [29]. Explicit 

watermarking and other technical measures could also help safeguard 

transparency and empower user customization around levels of 

deepfake exposure [30]. Overall, avoiding deception aligns with 

research on building trustworthy AI systems [31]. But context 

matters - playful use of fictional deepfake avatars in gaming or 

entertainment may warrant different standards from informational 

UIs. The appropriate threshold of transparency merits continued 

analysis. 

 

VIII. LOSS OF USER AGENCY AND 

AUTONOMY 
 

Closely related to deception risks are threats to user agency - the 

capacity to make free and deliberate choices around technology use 

[32]. Deepfakes integrated into UIs without consent or opt-out 

abilities could undermine the agency. Consider personal assistant AI 

that appropriates the likeness of users’ deceased loved ones, 

generated via deepfakes without approval. Marketing content adapted 

in real-time through hyper-personalized deepfake manipulations 

could also overbear user autonomy [33]. Prominent ethicists warn 

how deep fakes’ realism poses an “agency hazard” exceeding 

previous mediums like text and images [34]. Preserving user agency 

should be a key priority in deploying deepfakes ethically. Obtaining 

informed, specific consent for using deepfakes constitutes an 

essential requirement, enabled through initial permissions prompts 

and within-experience features supporting revocation [35]. Beyond 

disclosures at the onset, reminding users periodically about 

synthesized content respects autonomy - research on human 

responses to humanoid robots suggests occasional “state 

declarations” of artificiality help prevent undue anthropomorphism 

[36]. Allowing user customization around types or degrees of 

deepfakes also enables agency within UIs - for instance, toggling 

levels of personalization. Adaptable transparency through dynamic 

watermarking could support ongoing consent [30]. Technical 

intervention around agency risks also merits exploration. Detection 

methods are advancing to empower identifying deepfakes, which 

could be integrated to activate user warnings [37]. Gamification 

elements that reward discerning synthetic content could make 

consent more meaningful. The core of supporting agencies will be 

upholding user dignity and well-being rather than exploiting 

vulnerabilities. 

 

IX. PRIVACY AND DATA CONSENT 

VIOLATIONS 
 

The extensive data required for generating believable deepfakes also 

introduces privacy risks [38]. Detailed facial and vocal recordings of 

an individual can enable the creation of personalized deepfakes 

without their permission. Deepfake algorithms can then amplify the 

risks of biometric data exposure. Caution is warranted, given public 

skepticism around corporate data practices [39]. Integrating 

deepfakes into UIs in rights-respecting ways will necessitate robust 

data governance [40]. Following privacy and ethics by design 

principles can help avoid infringing on user rights [41]. Deepfake 

creators should implement data minimization, restricting collection 

and storage to the minimum necessary. Transparency around the 

types of training data powering deepfake algorithms is also key - 

third-party consent should be obtained where possible. Access 

controls and cybersecurity measures will help prevent the 

unauthorized use of biometrics. Rather than presuming consent to 

harvest personal data, UI designers should empower user control 

through granular permissions and on-demand deepfake generation. 

Watermarking synthetic media also helps protect identities and limits 

potential misuse. Overall, proactive approaches that put user privacy 

first can build trust. However, the power imbalance around personal 

data merits ongoing scrutiny. 

 

X. HARMS TO HUMAN DIGNITY 
 

A more philosophical concern centers on how deepfakes may 

infringe on human dignity [42]. The ability to manipulate or 

fictionalize a person’s identity without consent could objectify or fail 

to respect people's intrinsic worth. Replacing real humans with 

synthetic avatars in UI/UX design sidelines their autonomy and 

threatens to “dehumanize” interactions [43]. Deepfakes also risk 

perpetuating or amplifying social biases through algorithmic 

distortions [44]. Upholding dignity in design requires thoughtful 

practices around representation, personalization, and bias mitigation 

[45]. AI-generated content should serve users’ interests rather than 

reducing them to data points. Diverse participation in deepfake 

creation can help remedy narrowly technocratic views [46]. Ongoing 

ethical reviews of UX processes and creations can identify dignity 

harms. Implementing rights-preserving data practices, as discussed 

earlier, also protects individuals’ sovereignty. Ultimately, 

acceptability hinges on respecting human self-determination and 

recognizing people’s inherent worth rather than exploiting 

vulnerabilities. 

 

XI. CONCLUSION 
 

As the world becomes increasingly reliant on technology, deepfakes 

are emerging as a complex and rapidly advancing technology that has 

the potential to transform our lives in numerous ways. However, this 

technology also has the potential to cause harm if it falls into the 

wrong hands or is used irresponsibly. That's where the role of 

technology experts becomes critical. They can help ensure that 

deepfakes are used ethically and responsibly while also realizing 

their potential to benefit society. Establishing norms and best 

practices related to deepfakes is an urgent matter, given the speed at 

which this technology is advancing. By setting guidelines early on, 



we can ensure that deepfakes are utilized to promote humanistic 

values and contribute to the greater good. It is, therefore, essential to 

collaborate with technology experts to develop these guidelines and 

standards, as they possess the necessary knowledge and expertise to 

navigate the complexities of this emerging technology. In addition to 

technology experts, other stakeholders such as policymakers, 

educators, and social scientists can also contribute to developing 

ethical and responsible practices related to deepfakes. By working 

together, we can ensure that deepfakes are used to benefit society and 

mitigate any potential risks associated with this technology. 

Ultimately, the success of deepfakes will depend on our ability to 

leverage this technology in ways that align with our values and 

promote humanistic ends. 

 

XII. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The examination focused on analyzing ethical concepts, combining 

high-level principles and harms. Further research can help to 

understand public attitudes towards deepfakes in different user 

interface contexts for responsible governance. Case studies of 

implemented deepfake UIs would help to highlight concrete ethical 

challenges and solutions. Additionally, this article focused primarily 

on Western ethical principles, but incorporating diverse cultural 

perspectives would enrich the analysis. As the technical capabilities 

for generating, detecting, and interacting with deepfakes constantly 

evolve, revisiting ethical implications over time is necessary. 

Ongoing interdisciplinary collaboration and periodic ethical reviews 

of practices and policies will be essential to keep up with these 

emerging technologies. 
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